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The Troubled Empire China In
What China had been before its reunification as the Yuan dynasty in 1279 was no longer what it would be in the future. Four centuries later, another wave of steppe invaders would replace the Ming dynasty with yet another foreign occupation. The Troubled Empire explores what happened to China between these two dramatic invasions.

The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties ...
The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties is a history book about life and events in China in the Yuan and Ming dynasties, between the Mongol invasion of the Confucian empire in the 1270s and the invasion by the Manchu from the Eurasian Steppe, following extreme cold and drought in the 1630s. The book is written by Timothy Brook, a distinguished Canadian historian who specializes in the study of China.

The Troubled Empire - Wikipedia
What China had been before its reunification as the Yuan dynasty in 1279 was no longer what it would be in the future. Four centuries later, another wave of steppe invaders would replace the Ming dy. The Mongol takeover in the 1270s changed the course of Chinese history.

The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties ...
The Troubled Empire explores what happened to China in the four centuries after the Mongol takeover of the 1270s: the growth of autocracy, social complexity, and commercialization, and China’s incorporation into the larger South China Sea economy.

The Troubled Empire — Timothy Brook | Harvard University Press
What China had been before its reunification as the Yuan dynasty in 1279 was no longer what it would be in the future. Four centuries later, another wave of steppe invaders would replace the Ming dynasty with yet another foreign occupation. The Troubled Empire explores what happened to China between these two dramatic invasions.

The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties ...
The Troubled Empire explores what happened to China in the four centuries after the Mongol takeover of the 1270s: the growth of autocracy, social complexity, and commercialization, and China’s incorporation into the larger South China Sea economy.

The Troubled Empire — Timothy Brook | Harvard University Press
The Troubled Empire is part of a six-volume series, the History of Imperial China for which Brook serves as general editor. Each of the presents short survey of around 300 pages by a single author. Brook begins his account with a most original chapter entitled

The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties ...
The Troubled Empire is an outstanding macro study of the Yuan-Ming dynasties by a leading authority on Chinese history., Brook's ecological approach to China is both original and timely: for also China's rulers of today are faced with widespread social tension deriving from environmental calamity and natural catastrophe., One of those rare works that appeal to both academic and general readers.

History of Imperial China Ser.: The Troubled Empire ...
The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties (History of Imperial China)

Amazon.com: Customer reviews: The Troubled Empire: China ...
History of Imperial China (共6册), 这套丛书还有 《China's Last Empire》,《The Early Chinese Empires》,《China's Cosmopolitan Empire》,《The Age of Confucian Rule》,《China between Empires》。 喜欢读"The Troubled Empire" 的人 ...

The Troubled Empire (豆瓣)
Tim Brook 's The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties (Belknap Press of the Harvard University Press, 2010) rewards the reader on many levels. Though it provides an excellent introduction to Yuan and Ming history for both students and advanced scholars, it's not merely a dry textbook: The Troubled Empire also succeeds in a provocativere-conceptualization of many central concepts in Chinese history.

Timothy Brook, "The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and ...
What China had been before its reunification as the Yuan dynasty in 1279 was no longer what it would be in the future. Four centuries later, another wave of steppe invaders would replace the Ming...

The Troubled Empire - Timothy Brook, Associate Professor ...
the troubled empire china in the yuan and ming dynasties history of imperial china Oct 15, 2020 Posted By Sidney Sheldon Public Library TEXT ID 5828e0ad Online PDF Ebook Epub Library history of imperial china series cambridge massachusetts belknap press of harvard university press 2010 329 pp us 3500 cloth in accounts of chinese history the yuan
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